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Abstract 
China’s manufacturing industry has been developing rapidly since the adoption 
of reformation and opening-up policies. Now, the scale of Chinese manufacturing 
industry has become the forth in the world. At present, as the pillar industry in our 
national economy, manufacturing industry draws Chinese economy and the 
transformation of industrial structure; as the important prop of our economy and 
society development, the manufacturing industry is the major solution of urban 
employment and the central reflection of international competitive power; as the chief 
symbol of the enforcement of our national power, development of manufacturing 
industry helps establish China as the big manufacturing country in the world and lays 
solid foundation for the transformation from the big manufacturing country to the 
strong manufacturing country. 
This paper describes the status of exchange rate movements and manufacturing 
industry employment, and infers that if the exchange rate movements can affect 
domestic employment, then the effect of exchange rate movements on manufacturing 
industry employment will be stronger than domestic employment. 
Then the paper sets a theoretical model between exchange rate movements and 
manufacturing industry employment, and gets the main conclusion. To make a 
premise that manufacturing industry has different industrial character (labor-intensive 
or capital technology-intensive), the paper tries best to analyze the transmit channel of 
how the exchange rate movements affect manufacturing industry employment. The 
three main channels are import penetration, export share and import input level of 
manufacturing industry. 
Face to the global pressure of appreciation of RMB, manufacturing industry 
must take some strategic methods like labor-intensive or capital technology-intensive 
department division，import substitution, export orientation and upgrading productive 
efficiency to absorb the surplus employment during reformation. At last China 
manufacturing industry ought to achieve its purpose soon from the big manufacturing 
country to the strong manufacturing country. 
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表 1   人民币对 4 种主要货币的中间价及变化率  ① 
日期 美元 欧元 日元 英镑 
2005-07-21 827.65 999.14 7.3133 ② 
2006-08-01 797.3 1016.83 6.956 1488.33 
2006-12-29 780.87 1026.65 6.563 1532.32 
2007-01-04 780.73 1027.82 6.5432 1523.08 
2007-12-28 730.46 1066.69 6.4064 1458.07 
2008-01-02 729.96 1066.11 6.5306 1449.04 
2008-04-01 702.18 1107.62 7.0341 1392.32 












① 以 100 单位外币为基准 
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明，在“在可信的盯住”(credible peg)的汇率安排下，“无行动区” (region 
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